TOGAF® Examinations

The TOGAF certification portfolio includes certifications and certification credentials built upon the TOGAF Standard, Version 9.2, and the TOGAF Standard, 10th Edition. It includes a set of complementary learning paths centered around the TOGAF Standard, and the TOGAF Library. The paths include different amounts of learning, ranging from short certification credentials (3 hours study or more) to multi-day certifications.

The certifications included in the portfolio are:
- TOGAF 9 Foundation
- TOGAF 9 Certified
- TOGAF Business Architecture Level 1 (Certification Credential)
- TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Foundation
- TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Practitioner
- TOGAF Business Architecture Foundation

TOGAF® Examinations Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exam Name</th>
<th>Body of Knowledge based on</th>
<th>Exam Reference</th>
<th># of Items</th>
<th>Time Limit¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOGAF® 9 Part 1 Exam</td>
<td>TOGAF Standard, Version 9.2</td>
<td>OG0-091 (English) OG0-094 (Brazilian Portuguese) OG0-096 (Simplified Chinese) OG0-F91 (French) OG0-S91 (Latin American Spanish)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1 Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOGAF® 9 Part 2 Exam</td>
<td>TOGAF Standard, Version 9.2</td>
<td>OG0-092 (English) OG0-095 (Brazilian Portuguese) OG0-097 (Simplified Chinese) OG0-F92 (French) OG0-S92 (Latin American Spanish)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1 Hour 30 Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOGAF® 9 Combined Part 1 and Part 2 Exam</td>
<td>TOGAF Standard, Version 9.2</td>
<td>OG0-093 (English) OG0-098 (Simplified Chinese)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2 Hours 30 Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOGAF® Business Architecture Part 1 Exam</td>
<td>TOGAF Standard, Version 9.2</td>
<td>OGB-001 (English)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45 Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOGAF® Enterprise Architecture Part 1 Exam (English)</td>
<td>TOGAF Standard, Version 9.2</td>
<td>OGEA-101 (English) OGEA-F101 (French)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60 Minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TOGAF® Enterprise Architecture Part 1 Exam

This is the examination for the TOGAF® Enterprise Architecture Foundation certification. This exam comprises 40 questions in simple multiple choice format, covering the Level 1 learning outcomes (see the Conformance Requirements for detail). Each correct answer scores a single point. The pass mark is 60% (24 or more questions out of a maximum of 40).

**Exam Summary**
- Exam Name: TOGAF® Enterprise Architecture Part 1
- Exam Exam Number:
  - OGEA-101 – English
  - OGEA-F101 (French)
  - OGEA-C101 (Simplified Chinese)
- Qualification upon passing: TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Foundation (and partial credit towards the TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Practitioner qualification)
- Body of Knowledge: Based on the TOGAF Standard, 10th Edition
- Prerequisites: None
- Supervised: Yes
- Open Book: No
- Exam type: Multiple choice
- Number of questions: 40
- Pass score: 60% (24 out of 40 questions)
- Time limit: 60 minutes (1)

### TOGAF® Enterprise Architecture Part 2 Exam

This exam comprises 8 complex scenario questions, with gradient scoring. This exam is open book and covers the complete Level 2 learning outcomes. The correct answer scores 5 points, the second-best answer 3 points, the third best answer 1 point. The distracter scores zero points. The pass mark is 60% (24 or more points out of a maximum of 40).
Exam Summary

- Exam Name: TOGAF® Enterprise Architecture Part 2 Exam
- Exam Number:
  - OGEA-102 (English)
  - OGEA-F102 (French)
  - OGEA-C102 (Simplified Chinese)
- Qualification upon passing: TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Practitioner
- Body of Knowledge: Based on the TOGAF Standard, 10th Edition
- Delivered at: Authorized Examination Provider Test Centers and remotely by Pearson VUE OnVUE delivery
- Prerequisites: TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Foundation or a pass of the TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Part 1 Exam on the same day at the same test center
- Supervised: Yes
- Open Book: Yes, an electronic copy of the TOGAF® Enterprise Architecture Body of Knowledge is built into the exam. No hardcopy books may be used. (1)
- Exam type: Scenario Based, Complex Multiple Choice
- Number of questions: 8
- Pass score: 65% (26 out of 40 points)
- Time limit: 90 minutes (1)

TOGAF® Enterprise Architecture Part 1 and 2 Combined Exam

This is a combined TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Part 1 and Part 2 examination for candidates who want to achieve the TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Practitioner certification (Level 2) directly in a single examination. It consists of two sections, with pass marks as per the TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Part 1 and Part 2 examinations described above. Each section must be passed in order to obtain an overall pass mark. If you fail either the Part 1 or Part 2 section of the combined examination then no certification is awarded, however you only need retake the examination(s) corresponding to the failed section(s).

Exam Summary

This is a combined TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Part 1 and Part 2 examination for candidates who want to achieve Level 2 certification directly.

- Exam Name: TOGAF® Enterprise Architecture Combined Part 1 and Part 2
- Exam Number: OGEA-103
- Qualification upon passing: TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Practitioner
- Body of Knowledge: Based on the TOGAF Standard, 10th Edition
- Delivered at: Authorized Examination Provider Test Centers
- Prerequisites: None
- Supervised: Yes
- Open Book: Dependent on section. This examination comprises two separate sections. The TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Part 1 section is CLOSED Book. The TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Part 2 section is OPEN book. An electronic copy of the Body of Knowledge is built into the exam and becomes available in Part 2 only.(4)
• Exam type: The exam comprises two sections. Section 1: 40 Simple Multiple Choice questions and Section 2: 8 Scenario Based, Complex Multiple Choice
• Number of questions: 48
• Pass score: The pass mark for Part 1 is 60%, which means 24 or more points out of a maximum of 40 points. For Part 2, the pass mark is 60%, which means 24 or more points out of a maximum of 40 points. Note that you must pass both parts of the exam to achieve an overall pass result. If you fail either part you fail the examination, however you only need retake the examination(s) corresponding to the failed section(s).
• Time limit: 150 Minutes total (1). Each section has a maximum time limit as follows: 60 Minutes on TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Part 1. 90 Minutes on TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Part 2. Once you complete the TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Part 1 section you cannot return to it. There is no break between sections; Part 2 directly follows Part 1.

**TOGAF® Enterprise Architecture Bridge Exam**

This exam comprises 10 simple multiple choice questions and 4 complex scenario questions, with gradient scoring. The pass mark is 60% (18 or more points out of a maximum of 30).

The first section of the exam comprises 10 questions in simple multiple choice format, covering the Bridge Level 1 learning outcomes (see the Conformance Requirements for detail). Each correct answer scores a single point. Once you complete section 1 you cannot return to it.

The second section of the exam comprises 4 complex scenario questions, with gradient scoring. This part is open book and covers the Bridge Level 2 learning outcomes. The correct answer scores 5 points, the second best answer 3 points, the third best answer 1 point. The distracter scores zero points.

**Exam Summary**
• Exam Name: TOGAF® Enterprise Architecture Bridge Exam
• Exam Number: OGEA-10B (English)
• Summary: This is the bridge path to the TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Practitioner certification which is based on the TOGAF Standard, 10th Edition. For more information see the TOGAF Certification Portfolio page.
• Qualification upon passing: TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Practitioner
• Body of Knowledge: Based on the TOGAF Standard, 10th Edition
• Delivered at: Authorized Examination Provider Test Centers, and via Online Proctored
• Prerequisites: TOGAF 9 Certified
• Supervised: Yes
• Open Book: This is a hybrid open book exam, an electronic copy of the TOGAF Enterprise Architecture Body of Knowledge is built into the exam and becomes available for Section 2 only. Once you start Section 2 you cannot return to Section 1. Please note this is in English. No hardcopy books may be used at test centers. (4)
• Exam type: Simple Multiple Choice and Scenario Based, Complex Multiple Choice
• Number of questions: 10 Simple Multiple Choice and 4 Scenario Based Complex Multiple Choice
• Pass score: 60% (18 out of 30 points)
• Time limit: 60 minutes, split as follows: 20 minutes on Section 1, and 40 minutes on Section 2(¹)

TOGAF® Business Architecture Foundation Exam

This exam comprises 40 questions in simple multiple choice format, covering the Level 1 learning outcomes (see the Conformance Requirements for detail). Each correct answer scores a single point. The pass mark is 60% (24 or more questions out of a maximum of 40).

Exam Summary

• Exam Name: TOGAF® Enterprise Architecture Foundation
• Exam Exam Number: OGBA-101 – English
• Qualification upon passing: TOGAF Business Architecture Foundation
• Body of Knowledge: Based on the TOGAF Standard, 10th Edition
• Prerequisites: None
• Supervised: Yes
• Open Book: No
• Exam type: Multiple choice
• Number of questions: 40
• Pass score: 60% (24 out of 40 questions)
• Time limit: 60 minutes (¹)

TOGAF® 9 Part 1 Exam

This is the examination for the TOGAF® 9 Foundation certification. This exam comprises 40 questions in simple multiple choice format, covering the Level 1 learning outcomes (see the Conformance Requirements for detail). Each correct answer scores a single point. The pass mark is 60% (24 or more questions out of a maximum of 40).

Exam Summary

• Exam Name: TOGAF® 9 Part 1 Exam
• Exam Number:
  o OG0-091 - English
  o OG0-094 - Brazilian Portuguese
  o OG0-096 - Simplified Chinese
  o OG0-F91 - French
  o OG0-S91 - Latin American Spanish
• Qualification upon passing: TOGAF 9 Foundation (and partial credit towards the TOGAF 9 Certified qualification)
• Body of Knowledge: Based on the TOGAF 9 Standard
• Delivered at: Authorized Examination Provider Test Centers and remotely by OnVUE delivery
• Prerequisites: None
TOGAF® 9 Part 2 Exam

This exam comprises 8 complex scenario questions, with gradient scoring. This exam is open book and covers the complete Level 2 learning outcomes. The correct answer scores 5 points, the second best answer 3 points, the third best answer 1 point. The distracter scores zero points. The pass mark is 60% (24 or more points out of a maximum of 40).

Exam Summary
- Exam Name: TOGAF® 9 Part 2 Exam
- Exam Number:
  - OG0-092 - English
  - OG0-095 - Brazilian Portuguese
  - OG0-097 - Simplified Chinese
  - OG0-F92 - French
  - OG0-S92 - Latin American Spanish
- Qualification upon passing: TOGAF 9 Certified
- Delivered at: Authorized Examination Provider Test Centers
- Prerequisites: TOGAF 9 Foundation or a pass of the TOGAF 9 Part 1 Exam on the same day at the same test center
- Supervised: Yes
- Open Book: Yes, an electronic copy of the TOGAF 9 Standard is built into the exam. Please note this is in English. No hardcopy books may be used at test centers. (4)
- Exam type: Scenario Based, Complex Multiple Choice
- Number of questions: 8
- Pass score: 60% (24 out of 40 points)
- Time limit: 90 minutes (1)

TOGAF® 9 Combined Part 1 and Part 2 Exam

This is a combined TOGAF Part 1 and Part 2 examination for candidates who want to achieve the TOGAF certification (Level 2) directly in a single examination. It consists of two sections, with pass marks as per the TOGAF Part 1 and Part 2 examinations described above. Each section must be passed in order to obtain an overall pass mark. If you fail either the Part 1 or Part 2 section of the combined examination then no certification is awarded, however you only need retake the examination(s) corresponding to the failed section(s).

Exam Summary
This is a combined TOGAF 9 Part 1 and Part 2 examination for candidates who want to achieve Level 2 certification directly.

- Exam Name: TOGAF® 9 Combined Part 1 and Part 2
- Exam Number:
TOGAF® Examinations

- OG0-093 - English
- OG0-098 - Simplified Chinese

- Qualification upon passing: TOGAF 9 Certified
- Delivered at: Authorized Examination Provider Test Centers
- Prerequisites: None
- Supervised: Yes
- Open Book: Dependent on section. This examination comprises two separate sections. The TOGAF 9 Part 1 section is CLOSED Book. The TOGAF 9 Part 2 section is OPEN book. An electronic copy of the specification is built into the exam and becomes available in Part 2 only. (*)
- Exam type: The exam comprises two sections. Section 1: 40 Simple Multiple-Choice questions + Section 2: 8 Scenario Based, Complex Multiple Choice
- Number of questions: 48
- Pass score: The pass mark for Part 1 is 55%, which means 22 or more points out of maximum of 40 points. For Part 2, the pass mark is 60%, which means 24 or more points out of a maximum of 40 points. Note that you must pass both parts of the exam to achieve an overall pass result. If you fail either part you fail the examination, however you only need retake the examination(s) corresponding to the failed section(s).
- Time limit: 150 Minutes total (1). Each section has a maximum time limit as follows: 60 Minutes on TOGAF 9 Part 1. 90 Minutes on TOGAF 9 Part 2. Once you complete the TOGAF 9 Part 1 section you cannot return to it. There is no break between sections; Part 2 directly follows Part 1.

TOGAF® Business Architecture Part 1 Exam

This is the examination for the TOGAF Business Architecture Level 1 credential. This is based on the TOGAF Standard, Version 9.2. It leads to the award of an Open Badge.

This exam comprises 30 questions in simple multiple-choice format, covering the TOGAF Business Architecture Level 1 learning outcomes (see the Conformance Requirements for detail). Each correct answer scores a single point. The pass mark is 60% (18 or more questions out of a maximum of 30).

Exam Summary
- Exam Name: TOGAF® Business Architecture Part 1 Exam
- Exam Number:
  - OGB-001 - English
- Qualification upon passing: TOGAF Business Architecture Level 1
- Body of Knowledge: Based on the TOGAF Standard, Version 9.2
- Delivered at: Authorized Examination Provider Test Centers, or take remotely via Online Proctored
- Prerequisites: None
- Supervised: Yes
- Open Book: No
- Exam type: Multiple choice
- Number of questions: 30
- Pass score: 60% (18 out of 30 questions)
- Time limit: 45 minutes (1)
Notes:
1. Additional time may be provided for people taking an English language exam for whom English is not their first language (ESL). The times listed above reflect the actual time allotted for taking the examination. Information from the Examination Provider may indicate a longer time frame that reflects the entire time required for the examination, which includes additional time for registration, tutorial, and a survey (typically an additional 15 minutes).
2. To prepare for a certification exam The Open Group recommends to attend an Accredited Training Course prior to taking the exam. Please note that we do not claim that by taking courses you are guaranteed to pass the certification exams, however we do state that training is an important component in certification preparation.
3. All Accredited Training Courses include the examination as part of the course fee. A voucher code is provided to take the exam at The Open Group Examination Provider’s public test center. Payment can also be made direct to the Examination Provider at the time of booking. Local taxes may apply.
4. The Open Group Examination Providers operate a clean exam room environment, so all applicable open book reference materials are provided electronically with the examination test, accessible by selecting the Reference button from within the exam.